INNOVATIVE

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE
SOLUTIONS

BI - INNOVATOR
FOR DISCERNING

SME’S

THE FUTURE ON THE
HORIZON.
THE SAILS ARE SET.

BI PARTNERS
FOR

QLIKVIEWTECHNOLOGY

BI DEVELOPERS
OF THE REFERENCEARCHITECTURE
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iVIEW

Dedicated to the company motto „experience
the sense of tomorrow“, Informatec has
established itself as a specialist in consultancy
and the introduction of comprehensive business
intelligence (BI) solutions in Switzerland.
As BI innovator for ambitious SMEs,
Informatec serves prestigious companies in
a continuously growing customer base. The common denominator among all these customers is
their quest for enterprise-wide transparency to uncover cost traps and sales potential.
This quest is a promise for Informatec.
And that promise is fulfilled in a concrete
solution: Thanks to iVIEW, business-relevant
data is displayed in easily accessible and tangible information bites, facilitating the generation of
sound strategic and operational options.
Transparent and reliable company management is thus no longer utopian, but a successful
tomorrow.
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FROM EXPERIENCED
IT PROFESSIONALS
TO ENTHUSIASTIC
BI SPECIALISTS.

The company, founded in 1998 by the graduate business IT specialist Rino Mentil, positioned
itself in the early years as a classic IT service provider offering extensive services.
In order to remain an attractive long-term partner
for clients and employees, Informatec has evolved over the course of the time from being generalists to specialists. Today, the company
entirely focuses on consultation on and the implementation of comprehensive BI solutions.
Whether management, consultants or software
developers: The BI professionals at Informatec
stand for
high-quality, sustainable, and
individualised services, which are used
cross-functionally across industries, sectors, and
source systems.

„Thanks to our strategic positioning,
our clear focus on business intelligence and our unique iVIEW BI
solution, we now have a much keener
profile. Today we are recognised
throughout German-speaking Switzerland as leading BI innovator for
SMEs.“
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Rino Mentil, CEO Informatec
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ANALYSES

MILLIONS
OF

DATA

IN A MATTER OF

SECONDS
REDUCES
THE COMPLEXITY OF
DATA INTEGRATION

BY 60%

BRINGS
BEST PRACTICES
FROM OVER

100 PROJECTS
ENABLES
READY TO USE
BI BASE PLATFORM
WITHIN

2 HOURS
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CUSTOM-STANDARD BI.
THE REVOLUTIONARY
BI FRAMEWORK.

iVIEW represents a real innovation for business
intelligence in the sophisticated SME environment and is unique as a technical
and methodological reference architecture
for the controlling and management needs
of future-oriented clients.
Conceived as a “custom standard” platform, iVIEW
can be rapidly and cost-effectively implemented in
any IT system landscape. At the same, iView offers all the benefits of a customised individual solution, thanks to its open architecture: free customisable interface, integration of any data source
and high flexibility for maximum performance.
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BI SERVICES

REPORTING
CONSULTING
SOLUTION DESIGN
DESIGN
DATA MANAGEMENT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
GEO-ANALYTICS
BASIC IMPLEMENTATION/GRADUAL EXPANSION
DATA INTEGRATION (ETL)
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (SLA)
SELF-SERVICE VISUAL ANALYTICS
TRAINING/KNOW-HOW TRANSFER
PLANNING
GOVERNED DATA DISCOVERY
DASHBOARDS
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„The employees of
Informatec are not only
technically excellent, they are quick
to grasp company processes.
They are straightforward and
the customer is centre stage.“
Rudolf Büchi, data quality
manager, enpuls AG
(EKZ group)

„We valued very highly
the fact that Informatec also
offered the necessary
support during critical phases.
And with an energy and
enthusiasm which was above and
beyond.”
URS Mathis, project manager,
Axpo Informatik AG

„We have received a.
process-oriented ‹practitioners’
tool› and our collaboration
has been more than successful.
This collaborativeway of working
results in synergies and accelerates
the processes.“
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Daniel Steiner,
CFO Direct Mail Company AG

YOUNG MIND.
SENIOR EXPERTISE.

With the conviction that each client is a privilege
and each project a common creation
process
with
the
customer,
Informatec
takes up new challenges with curiosity and
openness.
This dynamic attitude results in agility
and ongoing innovative power, which surprises clients with quick and goal-oriented solution
implementation.
Informatec ensures a professional implementation
of the projects, thanks to extensive experience, and
convinces by capacity for insight into individual client
processes.
As a competitive protagonist in the German
Swiss BI environment, Informatec offers
substantial added value with sustainable effect for
successful business management.
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CUSTOMER EXTRACT
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ACT AS A TEAM.
GROW AS AN INDIVIDUAL.

Finding innovative responses and providing
professional services: To live up to this
credo, the company relies on competent
and committed employees.
At Informatec, they find an inspiring work
environment and challenging projects for
renowned customers.
A lively and international crew, which allows the
emergence of new ideas and solutions. A perfect
platform for personal development and the exchange of experiences.
And all of this in modern, open office
facilities in a historic building in Muttenz (Basel),
with a unique atmosphere.
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PARTNER EXTRACT

NETWORKED THINKING.
ACT IN PARTNERSHIP.

Strategic relationships with innovative IT players
open up additional opportunities for growth,
broaden each other’s horizons and create valuable synergies for their end clients.
Informatec invests in long-term, trust-based
partnerships and places a high value on constructive and complementary collaborations.
In this way, the customer benefits from a diverse
eco-system.
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